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ABSTRACT 
If p is a polynomial with all roots inside the unit disc and C its companion matrix, 
then the Lyapunov equation 
x-c*xc=p 
has a unique solution for every positive semidefinite matrix P. We characterize sets of 
vectors ~~,...,x,_~ and y. ,..., Y,_~ such that X=G(r, ,..., x,._,)=G(y, ,..., 
ynm 1)m1. Geometrical connections between such bases and contractions with one- 
dimensional defect spaces are established. 
INTRODUCTION 
If p is a polynomial with all roots inside the unit disc and C its companion 
matrix, then the Lyapunov equation 
x-c*xc=p 
has a unique solution for every positive semidefinite matrix P. In the present 
paper we intend to represent the solution (for right-hand sides of a certain 
type) as the Gram matrix of a suitable set of vectors x0,. . . , x,~ 1: 
X = G(x, ,..*J,_,>. 
It is also possible to have X in the form of an inverse 
X=G(y,,,...,y,_,)-1 
for suitable yo, . . . , yn_ ,..It is interesting to describe the corresponding bases: 
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both types are essentially unique and may be characterized in geometrical 
terms. This representation of the solution has the advantage that it not only 
yields new results but also gives a geometrical interpretation of known ones. 
The second topic to be discussed in the present note is a geometrical 
study of finite-dimensional contractions with one-dimensional defect spaces. 
In order to explain the connection between these two topics as well as to 
describe the genesis of these investigations, a few words should be said about 
what the author calls the first maximum problem, since operators of the above 
form turn up as solutions of this problem. 
Let p be a given polynomial of degree n with all roots in the interior of the 
unit disc. The first maximum problem consists in finding, among aIl contrac- 
tions T satisfying p(T) = 0, one for which the norm of T” is maximal. 
To see that the maximum will be realized for an operator for which 
Z - T*T is one-dimensional, let us sketch the main idea of the author’s 
solution. We first prove that such an operator may be looked for among 
operators with a cyclic vector. In a suitable basis such an operator Twill have 
matrix C, the companion matrix of p. The fact that T is a contraction, written 
in terms of matrices with such a basis, is equivalent to G - C*GC being 
positive semidefinite, where G is the Gram matrix of the basis. 
To each such G there corresponds in this manner a positive semidefinite 
matrix Z,(G) = G - C*GC. It is possible to show that, conversely, for each 
positive semidefinite P there exists a G such that L(G) = P. Since the extreme 
rays of the cone of all positive semidefinite matrices are those generated by 
one-dimensional operators and since the mapping L is linear, it is not 
surprising that an extremal G will be one for which L(G) is one-dimensional. 
The third step is based on the identity 
G(x o ,... )-C*G(x, ,... )C=G(Dx, ,... ), 
which is satisfied if xe,...,x,_i is a basis with respect to which T has matrix 
C; D stands for the defect operator D = (1 - T*T)‘12. Since 
G(Dx,,...)=L(G) 
is to be one-dimensional, it follows that D has to be one-dimensional, and 
hence I - T*T = D2 has to be one-dimensional. 
Let this suffice to explain the connection between the first maximum 
problem, the Lyapunov equation, and contractions with one-dimensional 
defect spaces. For details-which are not entirely trivial-we refer the reader 
to the author’s paper [6]. 
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Roughly speaking, the main idea of [6] consists in showing that certain 
Gram matrices satisfy a Lyapunov-type equation: this suggested the idea of 
expressing solutions of Lyapunov equations as Gram matrices or, later, as 
inverses of Gram matrices. 
In the same paper the present author also obtained a concrete representa- 
tion of an extremal as a restriction of the backward shift operator S on H2 to 
the n-dimensional (S-invariant) subspace Ker p(S). Although this representa- 
tion makes it possible to describe fully the properties of the extremal operator, 
it is less satisfactory from the point of view of geometrical intuition; it is fairly 
easy to give a geometrical description from which it will be obvious that all 
such operators are determined (up to unitary equivalence) by their character- 
istic polynomial. (This last result is known-a somewhat less direct proof can 
be found in [8].) 
The subsequent development after the paper [6] proceeded essentially 
along two different lines. 
In an interesting paper B. Sz.-Nagy extended the author’s result in two 
different directions: first, he showed that the polynomial p may be replaced 
by an arbitrary H” function, but also, which is even more important, that the 
restriction SJKer p(S) maximizes not only the norm of T” [under the con- 
straints ITI < 1, p(T) = 01, but also the norm of f(T) for any analytic function. 
The generality of this result and the elegance of its proof (possibly 
combined with the fact that [6] is not very easy to read) are probably the 
reason why the original idea of the author’s proof has not received much 
attention. There is one notable exception, the work of N. J. Young, who 
pursued this direction further and obtained significant contributions in the 
theory of Lyapunov equations. Nevertheless we still feel that the original 
method of proof has not yet been fully exploited and that it has not lost its 
interest. Let us remark in passing that, by making slight technical changes in 
the proof, we can immediately show that our extremal maximizes any analytic 
function, not only 2~~. 
The present note consists of two parts. The first part discusses the 
geometrical properties of n-dimensional contractions with one-dimensional 
defect spaces. It is comparatively easy to obtain a geometrically intuitive 
description of their behavior, since they can be represented as onedimen- 
sional perturbations of unitary operators. The second part is devoted to a 
detailed discussion of different forms in which the solution of a Lyapunov 
equation may be represented. In the course of this investigation we cannot 
help obtaining, as a byproduct, also some results already contained in the 
previous work of the author and N. J. Young, but even in this case we feel 
that the present treatment throws some more light onto their geometrical 
meaning. The main theorem (Theorem 4.5) presents a geometrical interpreta- 
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tion of the solution of a Lyapunov equation and relates it to geometrical 
properties of one-dimensional perturbations of unitary operators. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper n wiII be a fixed naturaI number, H, an abstract 
n-dimensional Hilbert space, and e( H,) the algebra of all linear operators on 
H,. We shall also occassionally consider the concrete ndimensional Hilbert 
space C” whose elements are column vectors indexed by 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. Thus 
x E C” means 
x = (x,, x1 ,..., X&) 
T 
. 
We shaIl denote by e,,e,,..., e, _ r the standard unit vectors 
e,=(l,O,O ,..., O)‘, 
e,=(O,l,O ,..., O)T, 
If b=(b,,b,,..., b,_,), bj E H, is a basis of H,, and T E C(H,), we 
define %(T,b), the matrix of T with respect to the basis b, by the 
requirement that 
Tb, = Emsibs 
for every i. 
An operator A on C” will be identified with its matrix 
aik = (Ae,,e,). 
If T E f?( H,) and 9lL(T, b) = M, the linear mapping B : C” + H, defined by 
Be, = b, 
satisfies TB = BM. We shall sometimes write B = (b,, . . . , b,_ r). In the partic- 
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ular case that T is an operator in C”, the vectors b, are column vectors and 
(b,,..., b,, ~ 1) becomes an rz x n matrix for which TB = BM. 
If x is a basis of H and if a new basis y is introduced by means of the 
invertible matrix H, 
Yj= Chrjxr 9 
then 
%(A, y) = H-‘9R(A, x)H. 
We shall frequently work with cyclic bases. A vector x is said to be cyclic 
for the operator T if the vectors x, TX,. . . , Tnplx are linearly independent; a 
basis constructed in this manner from a vector x will be called a cyclic basis 
for T. It will be convenient to introduce a special notation for the operator B 
in this particular case. We shall write 
M(x,T)=(x,Tx ,..., T-lx), 
so that M(x, T) is the operator from C” into H, which takes the column 
vector u = ( uO,. . . ,u,_ l)T into the sum CujTjx. 
If a and b are two elements of some Hilbert space H, we denote by ab* 
the operator 
x +(x, b)a. 
This notation has the advantage that the operator ab* coincides with the 
matrix ab* in the case of the space C”. Also, it behaves nicely with respect to 
multiplication; indeed 
for any A, B E !i?( H,). 
A( ab*) B* = Aa( Bb)* 
Occasionally, we shall write E for the matrix eoe;. 
If b=(b,,...,b,_,) is an n-tuple of vectors in H,, the Gram matrix G(b) 
of b is given by 
gik = (bk’ bi)* 
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If x E C” and if z is the vector z = x,b, + . . . + xnplbnpl, then 
1~)~ =x*Gx. 
If u=(u,,...,u,_,) and u=(v,,...,u,_,) are two n-tuples in H,, then 
G(u) = G(U) if and only if there exists a unitary operator U E C( H,,) such 
thatvi=Uuiforj=O,l,..., n - 1. Indeed, if G(U) = G(U), we have 
for every n-tuple xO,...,x,_r, so that the mapping V, defined by VOui = uj 
may be extended by linearity to the linear span S(u) of the ui to an isometry 
V mapping S(u) onto the linear span S(v) of the uj. It follows that 
dim S(U) = dim S(v), so that V may be extended to a unitary operator U. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let T be an operator in the n-dimensional Hilbeti 
space H. Let x =(x,,...,x._~) be a basis of H. Then 
9R( T*, x) = G-%X( T, x)*G, 
where G is the Gram matrix of x. 
Proof. Let up4 and bp4 be the elements of %(T, x) and U%(T*, x) 




= C (btj)*gtk = (B*G)jk 
We have thus GA = B*G, whence B = G-‘A*G. n 
If there exists a unitary operator U such that UT, = T,CJ, we shall write 
TI - T, and call TI and T, unitarily equivalent. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The operators T,, T2 E C(H,,) are unitarily equivalent 
if and only if there exist two bases b,, b2 such that 
nt(T,> b,) = =(T,, b,), 
G(b,) = G(b,). 
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Proof. Suppose first that Tl - T,. Take any basis b = (b,, . . . , b, _ 1), and 
define a new basis b’ by setting bi = Ub, U being the unitary operator 
intertwining Tl and T,: UT, = T,U. Then G(b’) = G(b). If mik are the 




so that u9R(T,, b’) = Em(T,, 6). 
On the other hand, if G( b,) = G( b,), there exists a unitary operator U 
which takes bj’) into by) for all j. If ?llZ(T,, b,)= %(T,, b,) as well, denote 
the elements of this matrix by mik and observe that 
TzUbj’) = T, by) = c m, jbs(2) 
= Uxmsjb,(‘)= UT,bj’). 
It follows that T,U = UT, and the proof is complete. 
If p is a polynomial 
p(z)=a,+uz+ ... +u,_lz”-‘+z”, 
we denote by C(p) its companion matrix 
C(p)= 
0 1 0 . . . 0 
0 0 1 . . . 0 
2. THE BASIC THEOREM 
The results of the present paper depend to a great extent on a theorem 
discovered by the author in 1960 [4]. S ince its publication, a number of 
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alternative proofs have been given by different authors: B. E. Johnson 
(communicated orally), M. Perles in his thesis [3], H. Flanders [I], M. 
Goldberg and G. Zwas [2], and the present author [7]; H. Wimmer gave a 
proof establishing interesting connections with the theory of controllability 
[W. 
We reproduce the theorem here. For the reader’s convenience we also 
give a simplified version of the original proof, since it can now be given in a 
few lines. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a linear operator on an n-dimensional Hilbert 
space such that (A] < 1. Then the spectrum of A is contained inside the unit 
disc ifand only $]A”] < 1. 
Proof Since (A( < 1, we have Z - A*A > 0. It follows that ((I - 
A*A)x, x) = 0 if and only if (I - A*A)x = 0, so that the set of those x for 
which (Ax1 = 1x1 is a subspace of H,. Let us denote it by K. Now suppose that 
]A”( = 1. There exists, accordingly, a nonzero x0 such that (A%,( = (x0(. Since 
]A] < 1, we have 
Jx,J = (Ax,] =. . . = ]A”x,l 
so that x0, Ax,,..., A*-‘x, all belong to K. The linear span H, of these 
vectors is thus contained in K. It is also invariant with respect to A and has 
dimension at least one. It follows that A,, the restriction to H, of A, is 
isometric and hence unitary. Since o( A,) C a( A), we have 1 = 1 A, I0 f ]A],. 
n 
Let us state some corollaries of this theorem which will be used in the 
sequel. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let H be a Hilbeti space of dimension n. Let V be a 
linear operator in H whose spectral radius is smaller than one. 
If I - V*V > 0, then Z - V*“V” is positive definite. 
If Z - V*V >, 0, then there exists a positive definite X such that X - V*XV 
is positive definite; X = Z + V*V + V*aV2 + . . . + V*n-lVnpl is a possible 
choice. 
If I-V*V>O, then 
[x,y]=(x,y)+(Vx,Vy)+ ... +(vn-lX,vn-lY) 
is a scalar product with respect to which the norm of V is less than one. 
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If X - V*XV > 0 for some nonsingular self-adjoint X, then X is positive 
definite and X - V*“XV” is positive definite. 
Proof The first assertion is nothing more than a restatement of the 
theorem. If I - V*V > 0, we have IV1 < 1 and hence, by the theorem, 
IV”1 < 1, and this means that Z - V*“V” is positive definite. 
To prove the second assertion it suffices to observe that X - V*XV = Z - 
V*“V”forX=Z+V*V+ ... + V*n-lVnP1 and use the first assertion. 
If we write llzll for the norm corresponding to the scalar product [x, y], 
we have 
11~112 = [z, 4 
llxl12 = [xl2 +1vxj2 + . . . +lVn?x12, 
((Vx(l2 = (Vx(2 +(V%(2 + . . . + (Vn-1X(2 +(VnX12, 
so that ((x(12 - ((Vx112 = (xl2 - (V”x(’ > 0 for every x. 
Now suppose X is self-adjoint nonsingular and M = X - V*XV >, 0. Since 
the spectral radius of V is less than one, there exists a X < 1 such that 
IV”1 < A” for large n. It follows that the series 
converges and it is easy to see that its sum equals X. Since M > 0 we have 
X > 0 as well; at the same time X is nonsingular so that it must be positive 
definite. It follows that there exists a positive definite square root X112. If we 
set W = X ‘I2 VX ‘I’, we have 
I - w*w= x-l/2(x - v*xv)x-“2 2 0, 
so that, by the first corollary, I - W*“W” is positive definite, and so is 
x-v*“xv= X’/2(Z -w*“w”)xl/Z. n 
The theorem is an essential tool in the proof of the following proposition 
as well. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let T be an operator on H, for which IT) = ’ . . = 
IT”-‘/ = 1 and ITI, < 1. Zf b is a nonzero vector for which IT”-‘b( = Ib(, then 
b, Tb, . . . , T”-‘b are linearly independent. 
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Proof. Suppose that the vectors are linearly dependent; it follows that 
the smallest T-invariant subspace H, of H containing b is a proper subspace of 
H. If k is its dimension, then 1~ k < n - 1; if W stands for the restriction of T 
to H, then (W( = (Wk( = 1, so that, by the Theorem, IW(, = 1. This is a 
contradiction, since 
WI, G I% and ITI,, < 1. n 
Another important consequence of the theorem is the following proposi- 
tion. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that dim(1 - T*T) = 1 and that the spectral 
radius of T is less than one. Then I - T*T = yy* for some vector y, and the 
vectors 
y,T*y,...,T*“-‘y 
are linearly independent, so that the minimal polynomial and the characteris- 
tic polynomial p of T coincide. Taken in this basis, the matrix of T* is C(p)*. 
The mapping T has norm one, together with its first n - 1 powers. There 
exists exactly one (up to a multiple) vector b such that ITn-‘bJ = lb\. 
Proof. The operator I - T*T is self-adjoint and hence of the form ~yy * 
for some y * 0 and E = 1 or E = - 1. The possibility I - T*T < 0 is excluded, 
since this would imply IhI > 1 for every X in the spectrum of T, in contradic- 
tion with ITI, < 1. We have Z - T*“T” = yy* + T*yy*T + .. . + 
TW-‘yy*T”-‘. By Theorem 2.1 the operator Z - T*“T” is positive definite; 
at the same time it is represented as the sum of n operators, each of rank at 
most one. Since the operator T*kyy*Tk equals (T*ky)(T*ky)*, the vectors 
Teky, k=O,l,..., n - 1, must be linearly independent. 




is equivalent to 
b I y,T*y ,..., T*“-2y. 
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Since the vectors y, T*y,. , . are linearly independent, the assertion fol- 
lows. w 
3. ALMOST ISOMETRIES 
An isometry V being characterized by the identity I - V*V = 0, it is to be 
expected that operators T for which the difference Z - T*T is the onedimen- 
sional operator yy* will have properties similar to those of isometries. Let us 
examine them more closely. 
Denote by y0 the unit vector in the direction y, so that y = (y(ye. Let P, 
be the projection PO = y,y,*, and set P = Z - P,. The operator I - T*T is thus 
a multiple of the projection PO: 
I - T*T = ly12P0. 
The cases ( y I= 1 and (yl < 1 have to be treated separately. In the first case 
T is a partial isometry. The situation is described in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For a given operator T in a finite-dimensional Hilbeti 
space, these are equivalent: 
(1) Z - T*T is a projection of dimension 1. 
(2) I - T*T = yy* for some y of norm 1. 
(3) I - T*T = yy* for some nonzero y with Ty = 0. 
(4) I - T*T = yy* and T is singular. 
(5) I - T*T = yy* for some nonzero y such that the kernel of T is spanned 
by Y. 
Proof. (1) + (2) is immediate. Assume (2). We have 
1~1~ - ITy12 = ((I- T*T)Y> Y) = 1~1~3 
so that IyJ = 1 implies Ty = 0. (3) -+ (4) is immediate. If T is singular, we have 
TX = 0 for some x * 0, whence x = x - T*Tx = (x, y)y, so that x is a multiple 
of y and Ty=O. If Ty=O, we have ly12=((1-T*T)y,y)=(y14, so that 
JyI = 1 and I - T*T is a projection. n 
Consider now the case (yl < 1. We intend to show that, in this case, the 
operator T may be represented as a one-dimensional perturbation of a unitary 
operator. In fact, the following proposition may easily be proved. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose I - T*T = yy* and Iy( < 1. Then T is nonsin- 
gular and may be written in the form 
where U is unitary, 1~1 = 1, and PO is the orthogonal projection on the line 
generated by y (or P,, = 0 if y = 0). 
If the spectral radius of T is less than one and if p is the characteristic 
polynomial ofT, then (1- 1~1~)“~ = Ip(O 
Proof. Let us show first that TP is a partial isometry with initial space P. 
Indeed, 
(TP)*TP = PT*TP = P(l- JyJ2P,)P = P. 
Thus T is isometric on the space y 1 = Ker( I - T*T). Let us show now that 
the image of y 1 is just the orthogonal complement of Ty, 
We have T*Ty = (1 - Iy12)y and 1 - (y12 * 0. It foIIows that (x, y) = 0 if and 
only if (x, T*Ty) = 0, i.e. if and only if (TX, Ty) = 0. Now jTy012 = 1 - Jy12, so 
that the mapping U defined by Ux = TX for r E P and Uy, = Ty, /( 1 - 1 y 12)112 
is unitary. 
In a slightly more formal manner we can argue as follows. 





is unitary. It follows that 
We have seen in Proposition 2.4 that p(T) = 0 implies T = S-‘C(p)S for 
some invertible S : H + C”. Hence det C(p) = det T = det U det[ P + s*(l - 
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Iy12)‘/2P0] = det U*e*(l - ly12)1/2, so that 
Mot = lqll = (1 - lY12Y2. n 
If Z - T*T = yy* and IyI = 1, then Z - T*T is a projection, T is a partial 
isometry, and so Z - TT* is a projection as well. In the case JyI < 1 we have an 
analogous result. 
In order to investigate the relation between I - T*T and Z - TT* in its full 
generality, the following lemma will be useful. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose Z - T*T = yy*. Then 
(1) Ker(Z-TT*)c(Ty)l CKerT*(Z-TT*), 
(2) Ker(Z - TT*) = (Ty)l iffly/ < 1, 
(3) y is in the range of T* iff (yl < 1. 
Proof, Since T*(Z - TT*) = (1 - T*T)T*, we have T*Ker(l - TT*) c 
Ker(1 - T*T) = y ‘, whence Ker( 1 - TT*) c (Ty ) I. On the other hand, r E 
(TY) 1 implies 
T*(Z - TT*)x = (1- T*T)T*x 
= (T*x, y)y = (x, Ty)y = 0. 
Suppose now that IyJ = 1. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that Ty = 0. 
Since 1 - TT* is then a projection, the inclusion Ker(1 - TT*) C (Ty) ’ will 
be proper in this case. Hence 1~1 < 1 is necessary for the equality 
Ker(l- TT*) = (Ty) ‘; 
on the other hand, it follows from Proposition 3.1 that IyI < 1 implies 
nonsingularity of T. Then T* is nonsingular as well, whence Ker T*(Z - TT*) 
= Ker(1 - TT*), so that we have equality 
The inclusion 
Ker( I - TT*) = (Ty) I. 
y 1 c Range T* 
holds in general-in the case ly) = 1, though, we have equality, since (T*z, y) 
= (z, Ty) = 0 for any z. In the case IyJ = 1 we have thus the direct decom- 
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position H = Range T* @ y L I. It follows that y is not in the range of T* if 
(y( = 1. Since T*Ty =(l- (y(‘)y, we have y E RangeT* if (yl < 1. Thus y lies 
in the range of T* if and only if ) y J -C 1. n 
Now let us consider the case ) yJ = 1, so that T is a partial isometry. Hence 
T* is a partial isometry as we& so that I - TT* = au* for some a with (al = 1. 
It follows from Proposition 3.1 that a is any vector of length one in the 
(one-dimensional) kernel of T*. 
The most straightforward way of obtaining a is the following: take any z 
such that (I - TT*)z * 0, and set a = (l- TT*)zl(l- TT*)zl-‘. 
It turns out that y is almost always a possible choice for z. Let us show 
that the exceptional case (I - TT*)y = 0 occurs if and only if IT*yJ = 1. 
Indeed, since the operator I - TT* is positive semidefinite, (1 - TT*)y = 0 is 
equivalent to ((I - TT*)y, y)= 0, and this, in its turn, to (T*yl = 1. 
A quantitative strengthening of this equivalence is the following equality: 
l(1 - z’T*) ~1’ = 1 - IT*y12, 
valid for IyI = 1. Here is a proof: it is based on the equality T*TT*y = T*y. 
Since Ty = 0, we have 
T*(Z - fl*)y = (I- T*T)T*y = (T*.y, y)y = (y,Ty)y = o, 
whence 
I(1 - m*)Y12 = ((I- n*)y, Y - m*y) 
= ((I - TT*)y, y) = l- IT*y12. 
It follows that, in the case IyI = 1 and IT*y( < 1, 
1_ fl* = 0 - fl*)Y [Cl - =*)yl* 
1-JT*y12 * 
The equality I(Z- TZ’*)y12 = l- IT*y12 also shows that-in the case 
) yJ = l-the following three conditions are equivalent: 
z-m*= yy*, 
(I- m*)Y = Y, 
T*y = 0. 
Let us turn now to the case I y I < 1; the situation is completely described 
by the following proposition. 
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1 - IY12 
Proof. Since JyI < 1, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that 
Ker( I - TT*) = (Ty ) ’ 
and from Proposition 3.1 that T is nonsingular. Since Z - TT* is self-adjoint, 
its range is the orthogonal complement of (Ty) I, so that 
Z - TZ’* = tTy( Ty )* 
for some [ > 0. To compute 5, consider the value at Ty. We have 
QTy12Ty = (1 - TT*)Ty = T(1 - T*T)y = Iyl’Ty. 
If y=O we have 1- T*T =O, so that I- TT* =0 as well, and the 
assertion of the theorem is fulfilled. If y * 0 we have Ty * 0 by Proposition 
3.1, so that [jTy12 = Iy12. Since ITy12 = (T*Ty, y) = (1 - IY~~)(Y[~, it follows 
that E = (1 - IY(‘)-~. n 
A formally simpler but less geometrically intuitive proof may be given as 
follows. Once we know that T is nonsingular, 
I - TT* = T(Z - T*T)T-’ = T(yy*)T-’ 
= Ty(T*-‘y)* = Ty J&zTy 1’; 
the last equality is a consequence of T *Ty = (1 - 1 y I 2, y. 
4. LYAPUNOV EQUATIONS 
The following identity (the verification of which is immediate) establishes 
the connection between almost isometries and Lyapunov-type equations. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let T be a contraction in H,, D = (I - T*T)‘/‘. Given 
vectors ~~,...,x,_~ E H and a matrix R = ( ri j) such that 
Txj= crsjxs, 
then G(x,, x1,. ..) - R*G(x,, x1,. ..)R = G(Dx,, Dx,,. . .>. 
Proof Immediate verification. n 
Supposex,,...,x~_, is a basis of H, with respect to which T has matrix R. 
If M = ( mi j) is a nonsingular matrix and if ya, . . . , y,, _ 1 are defined by 
Yk = Cmtkxt, 
then 
z = x(T, y) = M-IRM 
and 
G(~, ,... )-Z*G(y, ,... )Z=G(Dy,,...)=M*G(Dx, ,... )M. 
This observation may be used as follows. Suppose G = G(x,, . . .) solves the 
equation 
X-R*XR=A; 
to find a solution of 
Y-R*YR=B 
it suffices to find a matrix M commuting with R such that B = M*AM. Then 
G(y,,...)= M*GM 
is a solution of the second equation. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let p be a polynomial of degree n with all roots inside 
the unit circle, and kt T E C( H,). Suppose that dim(I - T*T) = 1 and 
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p(T) = 0; then 1 - T*T = yy* fw a certain vector y. There exists exactly one 
basis x ,,,...,xnpl such that 
(1) ‘R(T, x) = C(P)> 
(2) X~‘...‘X,_11 y. 
Proof. Suppose first that x0,. . . , x,_ 1 is a basis satisfying condition (1). 
Then we may write down the following equations: 
TX n-1= x n-2 -a n-1xn-1) 
TX,_, = xnm3 - an-Zx,pl, 
TX n-3= x n-4 -a n-3X,p1l 
TX, =x1 - a2x,-I, 
Txl = x0 - alxnpl, 
TX, = - aox,_l. 
It follows that, for k = 2,3,. . . ,n, 
x,_~ = (Tk-' + an_lTk-2 + a,,_2TkP3 + . .. + a,_k+l)x,-l 
i 
k-l 




so that a basis satisfying (1) is already determined by the last vector x,_~. 




X n-k = Tk-‘+ c an+s+l-kTS 
s=O 
(R) 
for k=2,3,..., n, it follows that condition (2) may be rewritten in the form 
k-2 
(Tk-lX,_l, Y)’ - c %+s+l-k(TSXn-la Y> 
s=o 
for k = 2 , ,...,n-l.Startingwith(x,_,,y)=O,weobtainbyinductionthat 3 
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(Tk,_r,y)=o for j=O,l,..., n - 2. This means that x,-r must satisfy 
Tlx n-1 E Ker(Z - T*T) for 0 < j< n - 2, in other words that 
Ix,_~I = ITx,_,I =. . . = (Tn-‘x,_J (*> 
On the other hand, if u is a vector with the property ( * ), if we set x, _ 1 = u 
and construct x,-s,..., x0 using the relations (R), then 
X0,X 1,.*.,x,-1 
will be linearly independent if u, Tu, . . . , T”-‘u are linearly independent; also 
both conditions (1) and (2) will be satisfied. Hence the theorem will be 
proved if we show that there exists exactly one vector u (up to a nonzero 
multiple) such that 
u,Tu,...,T”-‘u 
are linearly independent and have all the same norm. This, however, is a 
consequence of Proposition 2.4. n 
THEOREM 4.3. Let p be a polynomial of degree n all roots of which lie 
inside the unit disc. Let X be a matrix of type (n, n). Then these are 
equivalent: 
(1) X - C( p)*XC( p) = e,eo*. 
(2) x = (M*M)-1, where M = M( a, V*) jii an operator V in some n- 
dimensional Hilbert space H such that I - V*V = aa* and p(V) = 0. 
(3) X=G(a,V*a,...,V *“-‘a)-’ for some operator V in an n-dimensional 
Hilbert space H such that I - V*V = aa* and p(V) = 0. 
Proof If X satisfies the equation X - C*XC = e,e$ = E, then X = E + 
C*EC + C*2EC2 + . . . . First of all, we observe that the sum of the first n 
summands of this series is the identity matrix. We have thus X >, I, so that, in 
particular, X is positive definite. Let V be the operator on C” defined by the 
matrix 
v= x’/2cx-V2. 
set a=X-1/2e0 and M=M(a,V*). Then p(V)=0 and Z-V*V=X-‘/2(X 
- C*XC)X-‘/2 = X-“2eoe,*X-‘/2 = UU*. To prove that X = (M*M)-’ it 
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will be sufficient to show that M = X- ‘1’ This, however, is a consequence of . 
the following relations, valid for 0 < k < n - 1: V*‘u = X-1/2C*kX1/2. 
X- r/aeO = X- l/2c*“00 = X -‘12ek, whence M(a,V*) = X-l/‘. 
Let us show that 
M(a,V*)*M(a,V*)=G(a,V*a ,... ). 
Now (M*M)$ = (V*h)*(V*%) = (V*ka,V*ju) = gik for all j, k, and the de- 
sired equality is established. This equality proves the implication (2) --, (3) and 
will also be used in the proof of the implication (3) + (1). 
To prove the implication (3) + (l), consider an operator V with I - V*V 
= aa* and p(V) = 0. We have seen in Proposition 2.4 that the vectors 
a,V*u,...,V*“P’ a are linearly independent and that the matrix of V* with 
respect to this basis is C(p)*. It follows that V*M = MC(p)*, where M = 
M(a,V*). Hence Z - MC*M-‘M*-‘CM* = Z - V*V = au* = Me,(Me,)*. 
Premultiplying by M- ’ and postmultiplying by M* -l, we obtain 
(M*M)-‘-C*(M*M)-‘C=eoe;, 
so that it suffices to observe that M*M = G and that the solution of (1) is 
unique. 
The proof is complete. n 
An interesting construction of the solution of Lyapunov equations may be 
obtained as follows. 
Suppose I - T*T = yy* and that p(T) = 0. We have proved in Proposition 
2.4 that the vectors y, T*y,. . . , T*“-l y are linearly independent; a moment’s 
reflection shows that the matrix of T* with respect to this basis is C*, where 
C = C(p). If G = G( y, T* y, . . . ), then the matrix of T will be G- ‘CC. Let us 
express yy* with respect to the same basis. Since yy*(b) = (b, y)y, the matrix 
of yy* will be 
i 
g, go, .-. go,n-1 
0 0 ... 0 
1 
=EG 
0 0 .** 0 
Thus Z - C*G-‘CG = EG, whence, postmultiplying by G-l, we obtain 
G-’ - C*G-‘C = E. 
This idea may be formulated in a more general setting. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Let T be a linear operator on an ndimensional Hilbert 
space such that ITI, < 1 and I - T*T = yy*. Denote by p its characteristic 
polynomial, and by C the companion mutrix of p. Let v, be a vector cyclic for 
T*, and set vi= T*jv,. If 
s= ((YAA(Y>~J T..., (Y,V”_N, 
G=G(v,,u,,...), 
then 
G-1 _ C*G-‘C = G-l&G-l, 
Proof. Define M: C” + H by 
Mej = vj. 
It is easy to verify that T*M = MC* so that T* = MC*M-’ whence 
I - MC*M-‘M*-lCM* = yy*,’ 
M-‘M*-l_ C*M-‘M*-‘C= M-lyy*M*p’. 
Now 
so that M*M = G. 
To compute M-‘y, let us compute M*. Since 
we have 
M*vk = cgjkejs 
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other words 
s=GM-’ Y. 
This completes the proof. n 
If T is an operator with Z - T*T = yy* and spectral radius smaller than 
one, it is not difficult to give examples of cyclic vectors for T*. 
First of all, it follows from Proposition 2.4 that y is a possible choice. If we 
set q = y, then 
so that G-‘ss*G-’ = eOeJ = E. 
Another possibility is to take the (only) vector b for which lb] = . . . = 
IT”-‘bJ = 1 and set o0 = T n lb. It can be shown that 
ui= T*iuo = T”-l-ib 
so that the corresponding vector s is 
s = (uo, y>eo. 
To see that vi = T”-‘-jb we observe that this relation is satisfied for j= 0 
by definition. Since T”-‘-jb E Ker(Z - T*T) for j= 1,2,. . .,n - 1, we have 
T*T”-jb = TnPj-‘b for 1~ j< n - 1. Using this relation, we prove T*jv, = 
T”-l-jb by induction. 
It will be convenient to summarize the characteristic properties of our 
operators. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let p be a polynomial of degree n whose roots lie in the 
interior of the unit circle. Let C be its companion matrix and denote by X the 
solution of the Lyapunou equation 
X-C*XC=E. 
For an operator T on H, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) ITJ = . . . = JT”-ll = 1 and p(T) = 0, 
(2) dim(Z - T*T) = 1 and p(T) = 0, 
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(3) there exists a basis b,, . . . , b,, _ I with respect to which T* has matrix 
C* andG(b,,...,b,_,)-‘=X, 
(4) there exists a basis x0,. . . ,x,_ 1 with respect to which T has matrix C 
and G(xo,...,x,_l)=X, 
(5) there exists an invertible S: C” + H such that T = SCF’ and S*S = X, 
(6) T is unitarily equivalent to X ‘/‘CX- ‘I’, 
(7) there exists an invertible R: C” + H such that T = RCR-’ and ITI = 
. . . = IT”-‘1 = 1. 
Proof. Assume (1). There exists a nonzero b such that IT”- 'bl = JbJ. By 
Proposition 2.3 the vectors bj = Tjb,, j= 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, are linearly indepen- 
dent. Now Ker( Z - T*T) contains the vectors b,, . . . , bn_2, so that dimKer( I 
- T*T) > n - 1. It cannot have dimension n, though, since then T would be 
unitary, in contradiction with p(T) = 0. Thus I - T*T is one-dimensional and, 
since IT\ = 1, it is also nonnegative, so that I - T*T = yy* for some vector y. 
This proves (2). Since the range and the kernel of Z - T*T are perpendicular, 
the vector y is characterized by y I b,, . . . , b, _2. 
Now assume (2). According to Proposition 2.4 the vectors bj = T*jy form 
a basis with respect to which the matrix of T* is C*. Now apply Proposition 
4.4. We have G-r - C*G-‘C = G-‘s(G-‘s)*, and in this particular case 
G-Is = e,. This proves (3). 
If (3) holds, denote by M: C” + H the mapping defined by Mej = bi. Then 
T*M = MC* and (M*M)i, = (M*Me,, ei) = (bk, bi) = gik, so that M*M = G. 
We have thus Z - T*T = Z - MC*Mp’M*-lCM* = M((M*M)-’ - 
C*(M*M)-‘C)M* = M(G-‘- C*G-‘C)M* = MEM*, so that Z - T*T is 
one-dimensional. This proves (2). 
Now assume (2). By Theorem 4.2 there exists a vector y and a basis 
~a>...>X,-i such that I - T*T = yy*, the matrix of T with respect to this 
basis is C, and ~i,...,x,_r I y. This last fact implies that Dx, = . . . = Dx, r 
= 0. If G stands for the Gram matrix of x0,. . . ,x,_~, then Proposition 4.1 
yields that G - C*GC is a multiple of e,e,* = E. Thus (4) is established. 
If (4) is satisfied, the mapping S: C” -+ H defined by Sej = x j satisfies 
TS = SC. At the same time 
so that S*S = G = X. Since S is invertible, we have S = UX1/2 for a suitable 
unitary mapping U. Hence 
T = SCS-’ = uX1/2CX-l/2u* 
so that (5) and (6) are established. 
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Now let us prove the implication (6) + (2). If T = UX’/2CX-‘/2U* for 
some ZJ, then p(T) = 0 and Z - T*T = Z - UX-“2C*XCX-1’2U* = 
UX-‘/2(X - C*XC)X-‘/2U*, so that dim(Z - T*T) = 1. 
Condition (7) follows from (1) via (5), and the implication (7) + (1) is 
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